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To the Teacher

Understanding Informational Text Features

To the Teacher
The classroom reading experience is top-heavy with fiction. The majority of selections in
most basal reading series are literary and narrative text. This limits the student’s exposure to and
practice of reading nonfiction. With a shift in emphasis from fiction to nonfiction in the Common
Core State Standards, teachers are faced with increasing
the use of nonfiction in the classroom.
Informational text is a type of nonfiction. The primary
purpose of informational text is to convey accurate, factual
information. It is structured and organized differently than
literary and narrative text and comes in many different
formats, including books, newspapers, brochures, and the
Internet.
Understanding Informational Text Features is
intended to help the middle-school student more easily
navigate informational text and understand the content of
nonfiction. This book is designed to offer teachers a variety
of instructional options to meet the diverse learning styles
of middle-school students. The format of this book is divided
into five sections. Lessons help students understand how a
text is organized and the purpose of specific text features.
•

Instructional Resources: introduce the types, features, and structures of informational
text. These handouts can be used as teacher-directed introductory lessons.

•

Units: focus on the most common organizational text structures and text features.

•

Lessons: consist of a student information page and skill check page. (Reading passages
found on the student information pages have been used with the permission of Mark
Twain Media, Inc., Publishers.)

•

Learning Station Activities: build interest, allow for inquiry, and provide students with
opportunities to apply skills and concepts.

•

Project-Based Learning: allows students to research and present findings to a realworld problem. Presentations provide students with an opportunity to demonstrate their
understanding of informational text features.

Understanding Informational Text Features can be used for independent practice, smallgroup work, regular classroom instruction, or as homework. The units are designed to supplement
or enhance the regular classroom reading curriculum, or they can be used with ESL and Title I
students. The lessons are correlated to the strands of the English Language Arts Common Core
State Standards.
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What Is the Difference Between Fiction and Nonfiction?

Understanding Informational Text Features

What Is the Difference Between Fiction and Nonfiction?
Fiction and nonfiction are two different types of text. The text structure or the way an author
organizes information in fiction is not the same as in nonfiction. When reading a fiction book,
you are reading a made-up story that is not true. You expect there will be characters and there
will be a problem to solve. As you read, you expect a resolution or a satisfying ending to the
story. Nonfiction text is true and contains accurate, factual information on a topic. The author
selects important ideas about real things, people, events, or places and breaks the information
down into parts that can be easily understood. When reading nonfiction, you are reading to obtain
information, such as the cause and effect of tornadoes, the life history of Abraham Lincoln, or a
description of photosynthesis.
Organizational Text Structure
Fiction

Nonfiction

Story Elements
• Characters
• Setting
• Plot
1. Exposition
2. Rising Action
3. Climax
4. Falling Action
5. Resolution

Elements of Nonfiction
• Cause and Effect
• Sequential Order
• Problem/Solution
• Description
• Compare and Contrast
• Chronological Order
• Main Idea and Details

Unlike fiction, nonfiction text can become outdated. New discoveries in science and medicine, exploration of space, or changes
in leadership of world governments eventually cause information to
become outdated. Once scientists believed there were nine planets
in our solar system: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto. In 2006, Pluto was demoted and is now
classified as a dwarf planet or a planetoid. Now, when studying astronomy, students learn there are eight planets instead of nine that
orbit the sun.
Nonfiction is different from fiction in another way. In nonfiction,
special text features are used to help the reader locate and understand information. Text features can be divided into three categories: organizational, print, and graphics. A table of contents is an
example of an organizational text feature you can find at the beginning of nonfiction books. Print
features, such as bolded words and italics, are used to make words stand out in the text. A drawing
is an example of a graphic feature that can help the reader better understand the text.
CD-404181 ©Mark Twain Media, Inc., Publishers
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What Is Informational Text?
Informational text is text designed to
convey factual information. This type of text
can give you a lot of important information
about people, places, and things. If you read
an article in your school newspaper, a chapter
from your science textbook, or use a recipe
from a cookbook, you are reading informational
text.
The purpose of informational text is to
communicate factual information rather than to tell
a narrative. Much of our daily reading is linked with this genre.
Common examples of informational text include: diaries, cookbooks,
websites, informational picture storybooks,
field guides, and how-to books.
There are two ways to read informational text. One way
is to skim the text to find the needed information. Another way
is to read word for word. While reading, you should be thinking
about what is being read and deciding if the information is
useful.
When reading informational text, you should look at how
the information is presented. For example, is the information
arranged in chronological order or step by step? Has the
author used text features, such as illustrations or bold words
to emphasize key points? Paying attention to these details
will help you locate information and understand what you are
reading.

Examples of Informational Text
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Atlas
Autobiography
Biography
Brochure
CD-ROM
Cookbook
Diary
Email
Encyclopedia
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•

Field Guide
Instructions
Internet Website
Invitation
Letter
Magazine
Manual
Memoir
Memo
2

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Newspaper
Pamphlet
Poster
Research Report
Technical Writing
Telephone Book
Television Guide
Warranty

What Are Informational Text Features?

Understanding Informational Text Features

What Are Informational Text Features?
Text features are the physical features of the text that highlight the important content. They
help the reader locate and learn information. They are used in designing and organizing textbooks,
magazines, web pages, and other forms of informational text. Text features can be divided into
three categories: organizational, print, and graphic. The table of contents is a text feature you
can find at the beginning of books. Print features, such as bold words and italics, are used to make
words stand out in the text. A drawing is an example of a graphic feature that can help the reader
visualize the text.
Organizational Text Features
table of contents
index
glossary
appendix
atlas
gazetteer

Print Text Features
titles
headings
subheadings
bold or highlighted print
italics
underlining
font
bullets
captions

Graphic Text Features
illustrations
sidebars
maps
charts/tables
time lines
graphics

Understanding the purpose of text features will help you know what is most important in the
text and help you quickly locate information. Looking at the titles on a page can tell you at a glance
what information you will learn about. Bold or highlighted words signal that a specific word in the
text is important and/or can be found in the glossary. Diagrams can give you a detailed view of an
object, with labels and information about each part. A diagram can also simplify a complex concept
by creating a visual map of the important points.
Text features are used to help you more easily move through the text and often provide
additional information to help you understand the content. When reading informational text, it is
important to know the purpose of text features.
Purpose of Informational Text Features
Organizes Information
Signals Important Information Expands Meaning of Text
• table of contents
• headings
• illustrations
• index
• subheadings
• sidebars
• glossary
• bold or highlighted print
• maps
• appendix
• italics
• charts/tables
• atlas
• underlining
• time lines
• gazetteer
• font
• graphs
• bullets
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Explanation
why something happened and the
result of it happening
describes the order or tells the
steps to follow to do something
or make something
describes a topic, idea, person,
place, or thing by listing its features,
characteristics, or examples

shows how two or more things are
alike and/or different

time order in which events occur

key concept and information that
supports the concept

Text Structure

Cause and Effect

Sequential Order

Description
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Chronological
Order

Main Idea and
Details

for example, also,
one reason, another
reason

the use of dates

like, unlike, but, in contrast,
on the other hand,
however, both, also, too,
as well as, in common, yet,
similar, however, different

such as, for example,
for instance, most
important, in front,
beside, near, on top of,
so forth, above, across,
appears to be, between,
looks like

first, second, third,
before, not long after,
after that, next, at the
same time, finally, then

therefore, so, this led to,
as a result, because,
if…then

Signal Words

What is the main idea being
expressed?
What details support the idea?

What are the dates the events
happened?
In what order did they happen?

How are the two things alike?
How are they different?
What do they have in common?

What is being described?
What does it look like?
How is it being described?

What steps are listed?
Do the steps have to happen
in a particular order?

Why did something happen?
What were the results of it
happening?

Questions to Ask

Organizational text structures are organizational patterns used to break information down into parts that can be easily
understood by the reader. Knowing the key words and phrases used to signal the use of a particular organizational text structure
can help you focus your attention on key concepts and better understand what you are reading.

What Are Organizational Text Structures?

Understanding Informational Text Features
What Are Organizational Text Structures?

What Are Organizational Text Structures?: Skill Check

Understanding Informational Text Features

What Are Organizational Text Structures?: Skill Check
Name:

Date:

Read “What Are Organizational Text Structures?” on page 4 and then complete this page.
Directions: Match the terms with the correct definitions.
1. chronological order

a. the key concept being expressed with
supporting information about that concept

2. compare and contrast

b. tells why something happened and the result of
it happening

3. description

c. uses dates to express time order

4. main idea and details

d. lists features, characteristics, or examples

5. cause and effect

e. shows likenesses and differences of two or more
things

Directions: Fill in the bubble next to the correct answer for each multiple-choice question.
6. Which text structure tells the steps to
follow to do something or make
something?
a. description
b. cause and effect
c. sequential order
d. main idea and details

8. For which text structure would you ask the
question, “How are the two items similar
or different?”
a. cause and effect
b. main idea and details
c. description
d. compare and contrast

7. What is another name for text structures?
a. organizational patterns
b. “key concepts”
c. chronological order
d. description

9. For which text structure would you ask the
questions, “When did it happen?” and “In
what order did it happen?”
a. main idea and details
b. chronological order
c. cause and effect
d. compare and contrast

10. Why is it important for a reader to be able to identify which text structure is being used by an
author? Cite evidence from the text to support your answer.
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Cause and Effect
Some nonfiction texts have a cause and effect organization. A cause is why something
happens. An effect is what happens. This structure is used when the main idea of the text is about
how one thing causes another.

The Day the Earth Danced
The discovery of gold at Sutter’s
Creek in California in 1848 made San
Francisco into a busy port. Its population
increased from just a few hundred before
the discovery of gold to over one-half million by 1906.
The rapid growth of the city encouraged builders to quickly erect buildings in
order to accommodate the businesses and
residents of the thriving community. Since
it was faster and cheaper to erect wooden
buildings, most were constructed this way.
While these buildings were not as sturdy
or as safe as brick buildings, and they were
prone to burn, not many people worried. After all, the city and its citizens were doing well.
There was one problem with this successful, modern city, however. The site, which was so
beautiful and so strategically located for commerce, was right on top of what is known as the San
Andreas Fault. A fault is a fracture in the earth’s crust where two tectonic plates meet. The San
Andreas Fault, which is about 600 miles long, reaches from the Gulf of California to north of San
Francisco. It marks the separation of the North American and Pacific tectonic plates. These plates
actually float and move or drift on the earth’s mantle, which is composed of melted rock. When
these plates collide with each other, or they suddenly pull apart, an earthquake occurs.
In 1906, the citizens of San Francisco did not know about tectonic plates, nor the San Andreas Fault. So the citizens of this beautiful community were not worried. That is, until 5:13 a.m.
on April 18, 1906. The 500,000 inhabitants of San Francisco were jolted awake that morning with
a foreshock that was felt throughout the area. About 25 seconds later, the earthquake began. The
earth undulated violently. The quake lasted less than a minute, but the damage was horrendous.
As a result of the quake, some buildings collapsed, and gas pipes broke. Another effect
was that the gas was ignited by downed power lines, causing many fires within minutes. The fires
burned out of control because the quake had broken the city’s water pipes. The fires raged on for
days. When the smoke cleared, the survivors could finally see the extent of the damage. Nearly
five square miles of the city had been burned. Nearly 3,000 people had lost their lives. Another
300,000 were left homeless. Over 28,000 buildings were destroyed. The estimated property damage was set at $400,000,000.
San Francisco was rebuilt, and it has grown tremendously. We have learned a lot from this
and other quakes.
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Understanding Informational Text Features

Cause and Effect: Skill Check
Name:

Date:

Read “The Day the Earth Danced” on page 6 and review page 4. The information will help
you complete this page.
Directions: Answer the questions and complete the graphic organizer below.
1. How can you tell the passage is organized using the cause and effect text structure?

2. Which signal words did the author use in the selection?

San Francisco Earthquake of 1906
Effects
a.

Cause

b.

3.
c.

d.

e.
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Understanding Informational Text Features

Compare and Contrast
Compare and contrast is one of the organizational text structures nonfiction authors use
to tell the reader how two things are alike and how they are different. To compare is to show how
things are alike or different. To contrast is to show how things are different.

Severe Weather
Tornadoes
A tornado is a twisting, funnel-shaped
cloud. It forms over land. Like a hurricane, it
spins around the center, or eye, of a low pressure area. It is usually produced by a thunderstorm or as a result of a hurricane. A tornado
turns in a counterclockwise direction in the
Northern Hemisphere. In the Southern Hemisphere, tornadoes turn clockwise.
The winds spiral or spin from 40 to over
320 mph. A tornado funnel is constantly changing in size, wind velocity, and direction of movement. This makes it difficult to measure the wind
speed inside
the eye. The
average diameter of the rotating column
of air ranges
in width from
a few yards
to more than
a mile. Unlike
hurricanes, most tornadoes last only a few minutes. However, some have been known to last
over an hour. Damage is caused mainly from
extreme winds and wind-blown debris.
The tornado season in the United States
is March through August. Most tornadoes strike
between noon and midnight. Parts of the Great
Plains and Midwest are known as “Tornado Alley” due to the high number of tornadoes reported in this region each year.

Severe weather can happen any time
during the year. Two common types of severe
weather are hurricanes and tornadoes. They
both cause destruction of property and loss of
life.
Hurricanes
A hurricane is a
large, whirling storm that
forms around
an area of
low pressure
near the tropics over the
warm waters in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
Storms that form in the Northern Hemisphere
rotate counterclockwise. In the Southern Hemisphere, these storms rotate clockwise. The Atlantic Ocean hurricane season is officially from
June to the end of November.
The wind in a hurricane blows at least
75 miles per hour. The most severe hurricanes
have winds of over 155 miles per hour. The
wind moves in a large spiral around a relatively
calm center, or eye. The eye is generally 20 to
40 miles wide. The storm may extend outward
from the eye several hundred miles. Hurricanes
can last for several hours or for weeks over
open waters. They are accompanied by rain,
thunder, and lightning. Hurricane damages are
caused by storm surge, rainfall, flooding, and
wind.
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Compare and Contrast: Skill Check
Name:

Date:

Read “Severe Weather” on page 8 and review page 4. The information will help you complete this page.
Directions: Answer the questions and complete the graphic organizer below.
1. How can you tell if the passage is organized using the compare and contrast text structure?

2. Which signal words did the author use in the passage?

3. Complete the Venn diagram with characteristics of hurricanes, tornadoes, and both.

Severe Weather
Hurricane

Tornado
Both
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Sequential Order
Some nonfiction texts have a sequential order organization. Authors use sequencing to
tell the steps to follow to do something or make something. The passages below are two different
examples of how authors use sequential order.

Passage #1

The Coach Who Read Cookbooks

Vince Lombardi (1913–1970) was one of the greatest football coaches in history. He gained
national fame by turning the losing Green Bay Packers into a winning team. He was named Coach
of the Century by ESPN.
Reading was one of Lombardi’s pastimes off the football field. Although he didn’t like to
cook, he enjoyed reading cookbooks. He often read recipes out loud to his wife, Marie.
Lombardi’s Best Football Chili
Ingredients
2 T. butter
1 c. chopped onion
1/4 t. chopped garlic
2 lbs. ground beef
16 oz. can diced tomatoes

1 qt. beef or chicken broth
1 pt. canned kidney beans
2 T. red chili powder
1/2 t. sugar
1 t. salt

Directions: Brown onion and garlic in butter in an 8 qt. pan. Add ground beef and
brown until well done. Add remaining ingredients. Cover and simmer for two hours.
Serve hot. Makes approximately 1 gallon.

Passage #2

Solar Collector Experiment

Solar energy can be converted to thermal (heat) energy. Solar collectors are devices that
can be placed on buildings to absorb and collect solar radiation to heat water. Solar energy can be
used to heat swimming pools, homes, greenhouses, and other buildings. Which colors help collect
the most solar energy?
Materials
6 plastic bottles
6 different colors of spray paint, including black and white
6 seven-inch balloons
Procedure: Spray paint one bottle black and the other white. Next, spray paint each of the remaining bottles a different color. Then, place the open end of one balloon over the mouth of each bottle.
Make sure the balloon forms an airtight seal. Finally, place each bottle in direct sunlight. Observe
the bottles for 30 minutes. Record your observations.
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Sequential Order: Skill Check
Name:

Date:

Read the passages on page 10 and review page 4. The information will help you complete
this page.
Directions: Review Passage #1. Use the graphic organizer below to show the steps in making
Vince Lombardi’s football chili.
1.

a.

b.

c.

d.

Directions: Review Passage #2. Fill in the bubble next to the correct answer for each multiplechoice question.
2.

4. When do you spray paint the remaining
four bottles?
a. After spray painting one bottle
black and the other white.
b. After placing a balloon over the
mouth of each bottle.
c. After making sure the balloon
forms an airtight seal.
d. After placing each bottle in
direct sunlight.

Which step comes directly after placing a
balloon over the mouth of each bottle?
a. Spray paint one bottle black and
the other white.
b. Spray paint each of the
remaining bottles a different
color.
c. Make sure the balloon forms an
airtight seal.
d. Place each bottle in direct
sunlight.

5. What is the purpose of a solar collector?
a. cool homes
b. cool water
c. heat soil
d. heat water

3. What is the last step in the activity?
a. Make sure the balloon forms an
airtight seal.
b. Observe the bottles for 30
minutes.
c. Place each bottle in direct
sunlight.
d. Record observations.

Critical Thinking
6. How does the author of Passage #2 signal the change from one step in the procedure to the
next? Cite evidence from the text to support your answer.
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Answer Keys
Organizational Text Structures
What Are Organizational Text Structures? (p. 5)
1. c, 2. e, 3. d, 4. a, 5. b, 6. c, 7. a, 8. d, 9. b
10. Text structures can help you focus your attention on
key concepts and better understand what you are reading. For example, cause and effect explains why something happened and the result of it happening. Sequencing describes items or events in order or tells the steps to
follow to do something or make something.
Cause and Effect (p. 7)
1. The selection tells about why the earthquake happened
and the results of the earthquake. 2. Signal words used
are “As a result,” “so,” and “another effect.” 3. Cause is
Earthquake of 1906. Possible answers for Effects: buildings collapsed, gas pipes broke, over 28,000 buildings
were destroyed, nearly 3,000 people lost their lives,
300,000 people were left homeless, $400,000,000 in
property damage (any five).
Compare and Contrast (p. 9)
1. The passage has two subheadings, hurricanes and tornadoes. It says these are two common types of severe
weather. The reader concludes that there are likenesses
and differences. 2. both, like, unlike
3. Possible answers: Hurricanes: form over warm ocean
water in the tropics; wind speeds from 75–155 mph+; extend out from the eye several hundred miles; last several
hours to weeks; damage caused by storm surge, rainfall,
flooding, and wind; season from June to end of November
Both: wind storms that cause destruction of property and
loss of life; form around low-pressure area; have an eye in
the center; rotate counterclockwise in the Northern Hemisphere; rotate clockwise in the Southern Hemisphere
Tornadoes: form over land; wind speeds from 40–320+
mph; width from a few yards to more than a mile; lasts
a few minutes to over an hour; damage mainly caused
by extreme winds and wind-blown debris; season from
March through August
Sequential Order (p. 11)
1. a. Brown onion and garlic in butter in an 8 qt. pan.
b. Add ground beef and brown until well done.
c. Add remaining ingredients.
d. Cover and simmer for two hours.
2. c, 3. d, 4. a, 5. d
6. The author uses signal words. Next, then, and finally
are used.
Main Idea and Supporting Details (p. 13)
1. United States Constitution, Possible Detail answers:
27 amendments have been added to it, composed of a
preamble and seven articles, first ten amendments are
known as the Bill of Rights, most important document in
CD-404181 ©Mark Twain Media, Inc., Publishers

our nation’s history
2. a, 3. b, 4. a, 5. a
Description (p. 15)
1. One of Dolley Madison’s White House parties
2. She remembered everyone’s name as she greeted
them and put them at ease. 3. Seabiscuit: head was too
big, legs were too short, knees were knobby, heart of a
racer War Admiral: sleek, long-legged thoroughbred
4. c, 5. a, 6. b, 7. c
Chronological Order (p. 17)
1. almanacs 2. 1806 3. d, 4. c, 5. b, 6. c
Events in order: A. 6, B. 8, C. 5, D. 1, E. 4, F. 7, G. 3,
H. 2
Organizational Text Features
What Are Organizational Text Features? (p. 19)
1. b, 2. c, 3. d, 4. a, 5. b, 6. d, 7. a, 8. c
9. An atlas would help the reader locate geographical
places that are included in the text. It would also help develop an understanding of the text.
Table of Contents (p. 21)
1. The heading is Earthquakes, and the subheading is
Forces Inside the Earth. 2. Age of Rocks 3. The heading
is Volcanoes, and the subheading is Eruptions and Types
of Volcanoes. 4. The subheadings are Early Earth History and Middle and Recent Earth History. 5. The main
headings are Earthquakes, Volcanoes, Plate Tectonics,
Earth’s Past, and Geologic Time.
6. b, 7. d, 8. a, 9. c
10. The purpose of a table of contents is to help the reader locate parts of the book quickly.
Glossary (p. 23)
1. d, 2. e, 3. b, 4. c, 5. a, 6. c, 7. b, 8. b, 9. d
10. A pronunciation key helps the reader speak the unknown word by using a special alphabet of symbols. For
example, if you didn’t know how to pronounce the word
biome, you could look in the pronunciation key and see
the words with the long i and the words with the long o to
help pronounce each syllable.
Index (p. 25)
1. The secondary entries under Volcanoes are active,
cause of, cinder cone, forms of, model of, and shield. 2.
One would expect to see a weather map. 3. The boldfaced number lets the reader know that the words cinder
cone and shield volcanoes are defined on that page. 4.
It is a cross-reference where more information about the
topic can be found. 5. The primary entry words under U
are ultraviolet radiation, universe, uranium, and Uranus.
6. a, 7. b and c, 8. d, 9. d
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